
Linux 
Fundamentals



Disclaimer

Anything you learn in these sessions is FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY and we are

NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR ACTIONS! The tools we will show you aren't illegal but

using them against a network you don't own or where you don't have the explicit

written permission to use them is HIGHLY ILLEGAL and almost always against the

terms of service.

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES USE THE TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES SHOWN

AGAINST ANY UNIVERSITY OWNED PRODUCT, WEBSITE OR NETWORK,YOU WILL BE

PUNISHED BY THE DEPARTMENT/UNIVERSITY AND COULD BE PROSECUTED IN SOME

CASES.

There are hundreds of websites where you can practice these techniques in a safe,

legal environment without the risk of causing real damage or facing prosecution.



Common and Useful Commands within Linux
Just like any CLI, Linux features many tools and commands available to help traverse across the terminal. 
Though there are many commands within Linux we will be covering some basic tools you can use (these may 
help in today’s challenges).
There include: 

- cd          
- pwd             
- ls 
- env 
- echo 
- strings 
- stat 
- file 
- find 
- sudo

* Though we are covering these commands, it 
is recommended to use --help or man to read 
more *

Flags are options  used to modify the behavior of a 
command 
(Example: –v show version of a command)

While GUIs are easier to use, shells allow you to automate 
complex tasks that would take hours on a graphical system. 
They also require much less CPU and memory from the 
computer, allowing low-power computers to cheaply run 
complex programs without having to waste time drawing 
everything for a user.



cd – change directory
Directory - file system cataloging structure which contains references to other computer files
The cd command is used to change the current working directory.
Examples: 
cd .. = move back one directory or more using (../../)
cd / = go to root directory
cd ~ = go to home directory of user
cd /home/username/Downloads = using its absolute path
cd Downloads = using relative path (same as cd ./Downloads)

pwd – print working directory
As stated in the name it will print working directory
a=$(pwd)   = Store the directory in a variable

ls – list
list all the files and folders in a given directory
ls Documents/ =  list the files in a particular directory
ls –la 
-l  = instructs Linux to print out a list of files with detailed descriptions
-a = show all files (including hidden starting with .)



chmod - Change mode
chmod +x file1

chown - Change owner
chown user1:family file1

id – find user UIDs

There are three main user groups:
Owner - owner of the file or directory
Group - group that has been assigned to the file or 
directory
All Users - all other users on the system

Permission Types:              Advanced Permissions:          
        
r- Read                                d – directory
w- Write                              l – symbolic link
x- execute                           s - setuid/setgid permissions



env – environment
Print a list of the current environment variables 
Commonly-used environment variables 
env LOGPATH=/var/log = set environment variable
Shebang = line of a script to allow the interpreter to be looked up
#!/usr/bin/env python2
PATH = PATH is an environmental variable in Linux and other 
Unix-like operating systems that tells the shell which directories 
to search for executable files

echo
Used to display line of text/string that are passed as an argument

cat – concatenate
Create single or multiple files, view content of a file, concatenate files and redirect output in terminal or files
cat << EOF               = 
cat /etc/shadow    = view the content of shadow
cat file1 | less  = help with navigation through large files
cat –n file1       = output lines with numbers

• |  =  output of one command serves as input to the 
next

• >  =  take output and puts it into a file



grep – global regular expression print
Used to search for a string of characters in a specified file using regular expressions
grep “keyword” filename – Search for the keyword within the file
grep “keyword” file file2 file3 – Search for keyword across three files 

Useful flags:
-i    = non-case specific search 
-w  = search all files in the current directory
-r   = include all subdirectories in a search
-c   =  count of lines where it finds a match

strings 
Primarily focuses on determining the contents of and extracting text from the binary files
strings filename =  strings are extracted from the file and listed
-n 2                       = two-letter strings included in the results

stat
Displays detailed information about given files or file systems
-f = get information about the file system where the given file



file
Used to determine the type of a file
-b =  display just file type in brief mode

head – Print the top N number of data of the given input
Example: 
piping in small amount into fail
tail –  outputting the last part of files given to it via standard input 
Example: 
useful for watching logs

find
Searches for files and directories in a directory hierarchy based on a user given expression and can perform user-
specified action on each matched file.
find . -name "flagfile" -print 2>/dev/null  = searches current working directory for flagfile and filter out the errors
find . -perm /444                                            = match all the files with read permissions set for either user, group, or 
others
find / -type f -a ( -perm -u+s -o -perm -g+s ) -exec ls -l {} ; 2> /dev/null = Find all files with setuid bit

sudo – super user do
Allows you to run programs with the security privileges of another user
sudo –l                                    = list the allowed (and forbidden) commands for the invoking user
sudo –u user command       = execute command as another user



Linux privesc



Mechanisms to increase priviledge

● Switch user
– Login with su username
– Login over network e.g. ssh, telnet

● SETUID / SETGID
– When these permissions are set on a executable the executing user is given effective 

priviledges of the file owners
– This is how sudo is able to give you increased priviledges 



Exploiting SUID binaries

1)Find binaries with SETUID or SETGID permission set
2)Look through binaries for exploitable ones (gtfobins.github.io)
3)If you find a SUID exploit on gtfobins, use it to elevate your 

priviledge

https://gtfobins.github.io/


Explointing SUID binaries - enumerate
gtfobins.github.io

https://gtfobins.github.io/




Exploiting sudo (as intended)



Sudo gadgets – shell commands
● If the sudoers file doesn’t specify ALL you may only be able to 

run specific commands
● A * means that anything can be typed after that point in the 

command





Exploiting sudo – Vulnerable versions

exploit-db.com/?type=local&platform=linux&q=sudo

https://exploit-db.com/?type=local&platform=linux&q=sudo


Cronjobs

● Cron is a tool used to queue commands to run at specific times
● If it is setup you may be able to modify/otherwise exploit the 

scripts it runs to elevate priviledges when the script does run
● cat /etc/crontab



Docker

● A container management engine
● User in docker group = user with root access



Login escalation – forgotten files

● /home/user/.ssh – ssh keys (may be password protected)
● Backup files – might contain credentials
● Scripts – might contain passwords for connecting to services
● Config files – often have things like database credentials
● /etc/shadow- - may have bad permissions after migration
● Wrong permissions on /etc/shadow – crack the passwords
● Re-used password – same password may be used for multiple 

accounts



Login escalation – ssh keys



Resources

● Handbook: book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/privilege-escalation
● Automated script: linPEAS
● Challenges

– Our linux challenges
– tryhackme/linuxprivesc

● Walkthroughs
– tryhackme/linuxfundamentalspart1
– tryhackme/linuxfundamentalspart2
– tryhackme/linuxfundamentalspart3
– tryhackme/thefindcommand

https://book.hacktricks.xyz/linux-unix/privilege-escalation
https://github.com/carlospolop/PEASS-ng
https://ctf.cybersoc.cf/
https://tryhackme.com/room/linuxprivesc
https://tryhackme.com/room/linuxfundamentalspart1
https://tryhackme.com/room/linuxfundamentalspart2
https://tryhackme.com/room/linuxfundamentalspart3
https://tryhackme.com/room/thefindcommand
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